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T E L EV I S IO N  MI NI S E R I E S  EV E NT
b y  D a v i d  S h i m o m u r a

An unlamented casualty of the current streaming era is the “television mini-
series event.” Imagine a time, long and not so long ago, where television 

networks would produce a miniseries and then market the absolute hell out 
of it. For weeks on major networks, wall-to-wall commercials would insist on 
the necessity of seeing it. Not seeing it would mean social isolation. Without 
the proliferation of DVRs, one either needed the savvy to set up the VCR or to 
watch live to partake.

These were expensive ventures, usually tied to established names like Stephen 
King (Storm of the Century or Rose Red) or epics such as Roots and Shogun. 
These were shows designed to command the kind of attention often seen for 
Hollywood blockbusters. However, unlike the movie of the summer, the “TV 
miniseries” demands attention over time. Storm of the Century was broadcast 
over three days spread out over a week in 1999. Roots was broadcast over eight 
consecutive nights in 1977.

Gone now is that urgency, the insistency of watching a show over a dedicated, 
limited period of time. Gone are the days where a network would so boldly 
claim to “be taking February by storm” as ABC did with Storm of the Century. 
That’s why we’re here. I never got to finish Storm of the Century. I missed the last 
episode. It haunts me, an open parenthetical that fascinates me. No one does TV 
like this anymore.

The miniseries is, however, far from dead. Shows like True Detective and 
Queen’s Gambit carry this torch well. They’re short, intense series interested in 
telling limited stories over a period of time. Even King is not out of the game 
with The Outsider also holding up well. But gone is the necessity to sit and gather 
at a specific place at a specific time. The ritual has faded into obscurity.

Perhaps one of the last “television miniseries events” we’ll get is 2012’s Hat-
fields & McCoys, which History Channel aired as two-hour episodes over three 
consecutive nights. However, by 2012, between streaming and recording, the 
show is easily reproduced. Storm of the Century exists as an object one DMCA 
request away from being obliterated from any kind of streaming. 



In a strange way, it’s not that the ability to stream itself killed the mini-television 
event. Instead, it was killed by the irrelevance of time brought by streaming. One 
could easily wait for any show to conclude before gorging. Why spend several 
consecutive nights watching an untested show when one could record the first few 
and wait for reviews? Streaming means watching what we want, when we want, 
sometimes days, months or years later. The days of scarcity are long gone. We live 
in an era of plenty.

We live in a time beyond time, beyond “events.” There is always more. There is 
always another cultural moment. Here’s to the memory of scarcity. U



MU S I C

POWER METAL – If the current state of the 
world has you feeling blue, you might well turn 
to music to lift your mood. But if your usual 
feel-good tunes aren’t cutting it, you might find 
a boost in the world of power metal. Setting 
itself apart from the stereotypical images of 
metal as a bleak, noisy world of darkness and 
Satanism, power metal can often make its fans 
feel as if they could take on the world. 

So, what is power metal? Taking much of its 
sonic template from bands like Iron Maiden, 
Rainbow, Judas Priest, and the New Wave of 
British Heavy Metal, as well as German icons 
Helloween, power metal dials up their thun-
derous drums, galloping bass lines and fre-
netically strummed guitar chords to beyond 
eleven. Add atmospheric synths and keyboards 
to bolster the melody and tenor-range vocals 
emulating Bruce Dickinson’s air-raid siren 
voice and you get a truly heroic, muscular 
sound. Songs are often written in a major key, 
giving them a lighter, upbeat feel. It also works 
to make power metal an arguably more acces-
sible subgenre for those curious about metal.

For excellent examples of this kind of music, 
Italy’s Rhapsody of Fire, Germany’s Freedom 
Call and Finland’s Stratovarius are all long-

standing titans of the genre, while Japan’s 
Lovebites are relative newcomers. Numerous 
bands blend power metal with other styles to 
construct their own unique sounds: Finland’s 
Turisas mix folk instrumentation and rhythms 
with harsher vocals, while Germany’s Power-
wolf utilize the resonance of a church organ 
and Attila Dorn’s operatic vocals to conjure 
a more theatrical pseudo-religious aesthetic. 
Many even write in a minor key, making an 
equally powerful but less upbeat sound.

Power metal’s lyrics can also stir the soul. A 
frequent thematic focus on heroic fantasy and 
the camaraderie that comes with it allows the 
listener to escape into stories of winning bat-
tles against insurmountable odds – a tempting 
notion in these trying times. Týr, hailing from 
the Faroe Islands, focus on Norse mythology, 
while Germany’s Blind Guardian have written 
about both J.R.R. Tolkien’s Middle-Earth and 
Michael Moorcock’s Eternal Champion sto-
ries. Meanwhile, Utah’s Visigoth have songs 
about Andrzej Sapkowski’s Witcher books, 
the Dark Souls games and even Dungeons & 
Dragons. Elsewhere, Sweden’s Sabaton exam-
ine military history, championing the heroism 
that can be achieved in times of war. 



MU S I C

All of this combines into music that show-
cases camp theatrics in the vein of Queen. 
Nowhere is that more apparent than in live 
shows. Powerwolf label their live events a 
“Mass,” with crowds singing along like con-
gregations in church – you needn’t be reli-
gious to understand how uplifting an experi-
ence that can be. Sabaton’s live shows match 
Queen’s for the sheer energy that radiates 
from the stage and the amount of fun the 
performers are having. In a live arena, power 
metal can match the chants of football and 
rugby crowds for inspiring feelings in attend-
ees. Power metal exhibits a truly infectious 
energy – if you can’t resist joining in with 
Freddie Mercury on “Bohemian Rhapsody,” 
you’ll have just as much fun singing along to 
your power metal song(s) of choice.

Having said all this, it would be mislead-
ing to characterize all power metal as uplift-
ing. The genre label refers more to the hefty, 
muscular sound than its themes and effects, 
meaning that while bands like New York’s 
Manowar and Grand Magus from Sweden 
don’t wholly fit the aforementioned tropes, 
they are often regarded as power metal. Nor 
is it the only metal subgenre that can boost its 
listeners’ moods, though fully exploring that 
is a separate topic. Metal is even scientifically 
proven to help lower anxiety, so if you don’t 
believe me, believe the scientists.

Ultimately, empowerment is subjective: 
what lifts your spirits might leave me cold. But 
I urge you to give power metal a try the next 
time you feel your mood dipping. After all, 
what could be more empowering than riding 
a dragon into battle?

– NICK DUNN

PLAYLIST

“Stand Up And Fight,” by Turisas
“Steel and Silver,” by Visigoth
“Dawn of Victory,” by Rhapsody of Fire
“Warriors,” by Freedom Call
“Dawn of the Dragonstar,” by Twilight Force
“Rising,” by Lovebites
“Where Clock Hands Freeze,” by Avantasia
“The Fourth Legacy,” by Kamelot
“Shine in the Dark,” by Stratovarius
“Resist and Bite,” by Sabaton
“Aces High,” by Iron Maiden
“Stargazer,” by Rainbow
“Painkiller,” by Judas Priest
“Twilight of the Gods,” by Helloween
“The Holy Grail,” by Blind Guardian
“Armata Strigoi,” by Powerwolf
“Kings of Metal,” by Manowar
“Tróndur í Gøtu,” by Týr
“Ten Thousand Against One,” by Unleash the  
Archers
“Brother of the Storm,” by Grand Magus

LISTEN ON SPOTIFY

https://www.clinicalhearts.com/heavy-metal-lowers-blood-pressure-and-reduces-anxiety-according-to-new-study/
https://www.clinicalhearts.com/heavy-metal-lowers-blood-pressure-and-reduces-anxiety-according-to-new-study/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0iYyiJ2DMpTA3rxAcvdy4q?si=qKYV4NYSTsmiilzhTBl6GA


The UGLY DUCKLING – Hans Christian 
Anderson’s “The Ugly Duckling” is a beloved 
fairy tale known to most anyone you could 
ask, a story about an underdog (so to speak) 
who’s hard not to cheer for. But it’s worth 
stopping to think about the allegories we take 
for granted. Does the message of “The Ugly 
Duckling” really convey a lesson we want to 
teach our kids?

Examined more closely, the titular character 
is a dismal role model who spends the entirety 
of the story wallowing in self-denigration and 
whose happy ending is not earned, but simply 
occurs after sufficient time has passed. The story 
thus espouses a dubious, deterministic world-
view that can incite only apathy. After all, noth-
ing the ugly duckling does or does not do mat-
ters. He is fated to suffer, then fated to become 
happy. And it only gets worse from there.

“It matters little to be born in a duck-yard 
when one comes from a swan’s egg!” The text 
proclaims triumphantly at the end of the story 
(in the somewhat recent Pook Press edition 
at least, which can be read online here), in 
another display of jarringly outdated attitudes. 
And by championing nature over nurture and 

the inherent superiority of certain species over 
others, the text draws deeply worrying parallels 
with social Darwinist rationalizations of racial 
inequality.

The story also flies in the face of popular wis-
dom such as “Don’t judge a book by its cover” 
and “It’s what’s on the inside that matters.”  
The ugly duckling is never able to overcome 
the discrimination towards his unattractive 
exterior through strength of character, nor is 
it possible for him to attain happiness without 
transforming into a beautiful swan. The duck-
ling’s value seems inextricably tied to “what’s 
on the outside.”

Ultimately it cannot be said that the ugly 
duckling is a protagonist deserving of our 
admiration. In fact, he hardly qualifies for the 
label of “protagonist” in the first place, possess-
ing no agency throughout the story. Combined 
with its highly problematic messages, this 
charming and seemingly benign children’s tale 
reveals itself to be anything but. So as valuable 
as our cultural traditions are, perhaps it’s time 
to update our bedtime stories with more fairy 
tales containing more contemporary values.

– RAVEN WU

B O O K S

https://www.pookpress.co.uk/ugly-duckling-hans-andersen/


B O O K S

DMZ COLONY – Though DMZ Colony is a 
book in the tradition of other documentarian 
poets, Don Mee Choi outlines in her notes 
that she’s working on “poetry of the uncon-
scious.” This is to say, by working with archi-
val material of those who survived brutality at 
the hands of Korean dictators and occupiers 
alike, Choi is capturing a non-specific mem-
ory meant to serve a more collective history 
rather than an individual one. This includes 
her own family, her father’s photography as 
a journalist, and the non-temporal zone of 
translation. DMZ Colony creates a lyrical col-
lage, swinging from style to style but rooted 
in a dark history often easily buried under 
incomprehensible numbers, by self-interested 
governments. But Choi will not let the people 
go unheard, nor the swirl of nearly untranslat-
able emotions unfelt. 

– LEVI RUBECK

The GHOST BRIDE – What if you had to 
marry a wealthy man in town but also that 
man was dead? What if he, and his family, 
wasn’t quite taking no for an answer?

– AMANDA HUDGINS

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY – There’s a pro-
motional blurb on volume one of Undiscov-
ered Country’s cover from Robert Kirkman 
that says, “The next Walking Dead? More 
like the first Undiscovered Country!” At risk 
of assuming too much about what Kirk-
man really thinks, after reading this initial 
introduction to the series, that quote feels 
more like a mere statement of fact than an 
emphatic endorsement.  

A near-future sci-fi story set in an Amer-
ica that has physically walled itself off from 
the rest of the world, Undiscovered Country 
wants to tackle topics and themes that ques-
tion this country’s self-absorbed infatuation 
with its own perceived greatness. However, 
it does this in ways that often feel too on the 
nose to be truly poignant, reducing what 
could have been a compelling and timely 
setup into a comic book parody of current 
events followed to their logical conclusion.  

Our news headlines have been crossing the 
line of unaware self-satire for years (decades, 
even), but the ideas articulated here feel too 
clumsy and scattershot to effectively pierce 
that veil of delusion. One to keep an eye on, 
perhaps, but underwhelming for now.

– BEN SAILER



TURBULENCE 3 – As someone who has lived 
their entire life in a flyover state, I’m used to 
seeing Kansas depicted in movies the way 
people on the coast imagine it: a single farm-
house, next to a silo, in a cornfield. It’s rare 
that a film bothers to be set in my home state. 
Rarer still for it to actually be shot here. And 
for a film to actually engage with any of our 
local color? Unheard of.

Turbulence 3 – a movie not set in Kansas 
but rather several thousand feet above it – has 
one of the most deliciously absurd loglines in 
Z-grade cinema history: Slade Craven (basi-
cally Marilyn Manson with the serial num-
bers filed off) is the world’s most popular 
“death rock” star, and he’s staging a farewell 
concert on board an airplane, because that 
is definitely a thing that people do. Midway 
through the flight, however, things take a turn 
as several (read: three) members of a Satanic 
cult hijack the plane, with plans to crash it 
into Stull, Kansas, a small town just west of 
Lawrence, rumored to be home to one of the 
gateways to hell.

“Even the Pope, on his visit to Colorado in 
1996, would not fly over eastern Kansas,” our 
obligatory hacker character, played by none 

other than Boone from Nightbreed, exposits 
partway through the film. “It’s reputed to be 
one of the unholiest places in the world.”

That’s a far cry from cornfields and farm-
houses. The filmmakers even seem to know 
that Kansas City is an actual city, with electric 
lights and an airport and everything!

The really fun part, though, is that the leg-
end about Stull is real. Having gone to school 
just a few miles south of Lawrence, I’ve been 
to Stull many times, as have countless legend 
trippers come to see the cemetery that sup-
posedly houses the aforementioned gateway 
to hell. The story about the Pope redirecting 
his flight around the region may or may not 
be strictly true, but the movie didn’t make it 
up – it factors into the local myth-building, 
too.

Sure, Turbulence 3 may have been shot in 
Vancouver and never actually gets anywhere 
near Kansas, let alone Stull – which is a dis-
appointingly prosaic-looking place anyway. 
But it’s still fun to see my local urban legend 
repurposed for some direct-to-video non-
sense, especially so bombastically.

– Orrin Grey

MOV I E S

http://www.weirdus.com/states/kansas/stories/gateway_to_hell/


The KING of STATEN ISLAND – Rumor has 
it that Pete Davidson is getting his tattoos 
burned off. I saw it on a headline somewhere, 
but didn’t care to do much more investigating, 
lest it inspire what few ads I still let through. 
I was thinking about this while watching Da-
vidson’s pseudo-self in The King of Staten Is-
land just cruise through life, or rather, the life 
he might have if he hadn’t made it to Saturday 
Night Live – an apathetic, aimless, non-neu-
rotypical existence of untreated trauma at the 
hands of class and grief. Pete’s Scott begs his 
friends to let him practice his art on their bod-
ies, which is terrible we’re told, until it’s great, 
we are told. This overlong slop-bucket of 
cruel and mostly cheap jokes hits most of the 
regular beats from other movies about young 
white men left to drift in the yawning shadow 
of capitalism, and more specifically, Scott puts 
a lot of bad tattoos on himself, his friends and 
very briefly, a child. But in this movie and in 
Pete’s life, tattoos are not as permanent as they 
are made out to be, and the application of 
them is more about the pain than the art.

– Levi Rubeck

MOV I E S

THREADS – It’s weird to watch the realistic 
depiction of nuclear carnage as imagined 
in 1984 from 2021, when a nuclear winter 
seems so far away from our contemporary 
anxieties. With civil unrest, a global pan-
demic and the imminent climate crisis loom-
ing over all of us, worrying about nuclear fall 
out seems like such a minor problem. But 
news chyrons like “Iran Crisis,” crowds being 
tear gassed and protestors yelling “get back to 
bloody Russia” could be scenes from nearly 
any day over the last 12 months. The anxiet-
ies throughout Threads still feel too real, too 
close to the present. Once the bomb falls, the 
movie begins to feel less explicitly relevant to 
our contemporary condition, but nonethe-
less depicts a harrowingly realistic and grue-
some representation of a nuclear explosion 
and the resulting devastation. In the first act, 
director Mick Jackson lets us into the daily 
life of a Sheffield resident in the ‘80s, and 
then literally destroys all of their lives in the 
second and third. I highly recommend, if you 
want a timely reminder that things can, in 
fact, always get worse.

– NOAH SPRINGER

LUPIN III: The FIRST – I have no familiarity 
with the Lupin franchise, but this was a fas-
cinating entry point into the massive Lupin 
universe. It’s an absolute joy of a film, wildly 
exuberant. Where else are you going to find 
a movie about a master thief defeating the 
Nazi’s and their occult super weapon with the 
help of a young, genius archeologist?

– AMANDA HUDGINS



T E L EV I S IO N

The GREAT PRETENDER – It always feels 
unfair to compare any anime to Cowboy 
Bebop, so for a series to continuously evoke 
it in the public discourse, it has to be doing 
something right. It’s easy to see why The 
Great Pretender did this thanks to the two 
shows having wonderfully infectious jazz 
soundtracks, but that really is where the 
comparisons end because in every other 
area, Great Pretender is a pole apart from 
Bebop. Pretender has an oversaturated art 
style instead of Bebop’s gritty realism, they’re 
completely different genres (modern-era 
heists vs galactic sci-fi), and Bebop borders 
on being a full-on anthology series in how 
episodic most of its stories are, while Great 
Pretender is a more familiar setup with mul-
tiple episodes being devoted to just one sto-
ryline. If you were to ask me what The Great 
Pretender really reminds me of, I’d have to 
say Black Lagoon of all things, because they 
both capture an overwhelming sense of fun 
that’s overshadowed by broken characters 
who have resorted to criminality to survive 
(and both have outstanding dubs).

But don’t let that make you think Great Pre-
tender is as bloody or heavy as Black Lagoon, 
because at its heart is a series about ripping 
off the worst of the 1% and looking good 
while doing so, with the added bonus of its 
central crew of conmen (and women) finding 
personal closure every now and then. While 
the first story arc has to do the heavy lifting 
of introducing everyone, and the “Singapore 
Sky” and “Wizard of Far East” storylines end 
up biting off a bit more than they can chew, 
“Snow of London,” the shortest storyline that 
focuses on a straightforward heist against a 
blowhard art critic, is the show at its absolute 
best. Because it’s not just a con, it’s a charac-
ter’s long-awaited shot at revenge on someone 
who unknowingly and callously changed her 
whole life for the worse, and it has one of the 
best auction scenes ever where you watch 
(and cheer) as someone unwittingly plunges 
a knife into their own back. Like a con, this 
series can lose itself in its own details, but like 
a great plan, you can’t help but love it when it 
all comes together.

– EVAN DENNIS



T E L EV I S IO N

MAD MEN – I’m nearing my pandemic goal 
of rewatching the three best hour-long dra-
mas of all time. I started with The Wire, then 
ran through The Sopranos and now, at last, 
I’m on the last season of Mad Men. It really 
is a beautiful show with stunning sense of 
mise-en-scene and framing. Jon Hamm’s 
effortless charisma oozes out of the frame, 
and when paired with Don Draper’s intense 
self-loathing, creates an intimate portrait of 
depression. Once I’m done with Mad Men 
though, I’m not sure where to go next: should 
I take plunge and try and run through Break-
ing Bad again? No, I don’t think I’m ready for 
that kind specific brand of anxiety during the 
pandemic. I think I’ll just turn on another 
round of these three instead.

– NOAH SPRINGER

PRETEND it’s a CITY – Martin Scorsese 
thinks that Fran Lebowitz is the funniest per-
son alive. This is 200 minutes of that. 

– Amanda Hudgins

DICKINSON – I expected another slickly 
anachronistic costume drama and instead 
got a (slickly anachronistic) costume comedy 
about the confusion of burgeoning queer-
ness and artistic alienation interwoven with 
some solidly entertaining family and social 
dynamics. Lines from Dickinson’s work burn 
periodically onscreen like phosphorescent 
trails left by fireflies at dusk, popping up 
at (in)opportune moments in Emily’s life 
then fading away into the scenery, ignit-
ing a fear (in her and in us) that they’ll fade 
away altogether if not written down imme-
diately. An effective way to invoke the feel-
ing of being struck by the Muse. As some-
one not too familiar with Dickinson’s work, 
I’m constantly left breathless with both the 
poignancy and modernity of her words. But 
even if poetry’s not your bag, watching 1850s 
characters struggle with 2020s problems 
(and crack 2020s jokes) is worth the price of 
admission. Forever is composed of nows.

– Sara Clemens



GA M E S

FAIR PLAY – Fairness is often conflated with 
beauty, versus the act of being fair, which is 
to treat people equally. Fairness, in this sense, 
captures an outlook of impartiality, and an 
understanding of beauty. It imbues virtues 
in oneness, an expression of goodness that is 
almost godlike. Being fair, then, is like calling 
upon the divine by becoming one with virtue 
itself.

Fairness is a pervasive concept in Amer-
ica, arising from the relationship between 
land and people. In a sense, land is free for 
people to own and people are free to own 
land. Fairness attempts to ensure that this is 
true, but can only do so by creating an ideal 
in which the individual is free to own land, 
and free from those who own land. This free 
individual is therefore one with people and 
land in the ideal. To this end, free individuals 
strip land from people and people from land, 
grinding soil and flesh into this godlike figure 
of fairness.

Play is where this notion of fairness can 
reign free, without getting one’s hands covered 
in mud and blood, as they trudge towards 
freedom. In a recent Black Ops Cold War 
patch notes, the publisher describes one of the 
changes as “in service of rewarding players of 
all playstyles fairly,” where their “philosophy 
acknowledges that players put themselves at 
considerable risk for playing the objective.” 
In this case, fairness is a guiding principle in 
playstyles. It makes choosing among them 

feel virtuous. This is done by recognizing 
players who choose as equals and, in being 
equal, as virtuous. In another way, players are 
free to choose playstyles to emerge as equals 
in choosing. Players and these notions thus 
become one through their choices.

Why does choosing feel good? It involves 
risk. This can be seen in a game of chance, 
where play obscures the unpredictability of 
chance. Take for instance a firefight in Black 
Ops Cold War, where pulling the trigger fast 
or slow results in hitting or missing the target. 
As the target and gunman are interchangeable 
in the game – you can become either, or both 
the target and the gunman in combat – only 
chance determines the outcome of the shot. 
The speed of pulling the trigger and the accu-
racy of the shot becomes one in chance, while 
the target and gunman one with the player. 
This makes pulling the trigger as risky as it’s 
fair to hit the target, and play as fair as it’s 
risky in terms of choices and outcomes.

To play is then to surrender ourselves to the 
whims of chance by taking a risk on the out-
come. It may feel like we’re falling short of the 
virtues in fairness, or fulfill them completely, 
because it conflates several notions to measure 
them as one, against an ideal one. Fairness as 
such an ideal, then, constrains and defines 
players and the playfield, grinding them into 
one through play. This ideal is as fair as play is.

– ZSOLT DAVID

https://www.treyarch.com/game-intel/2020/10/The_Journey_from_Alpha_to_Beta/


WILMOT’S WAREHOUSE – Quiet contem-
plation into distant eyes, we see reflected in 
ourselves the future and beyond that infinity.  
Do not order the fish tacos. 

– AMANDA HUDGINS

HADES – People tend to think in terms of 
canon when it comes to the myths about the 
gods of ancient Greece. These never actu-
ally belonged to a consistent set of stories, 
though. There were dozens of different ver-
sions of them. Since people thought about the 
gods in real terms, putting together a canon 
simply wasn’t possible. The gods were alive. 
This means that more myths were always in 
the making. The stories which people told 
about the gods were more like rumors than 
reportage. People weren’t afraid to change 
some of the details in order to make a spec-
tacular story seem a little bit more sensible. 
They were constantly bringing them into line 
with current norms and values. What makes 
Hades interesting would have to be how the 
game carries on this legacy by modernizing 
the myths about the gods of ancient Greece. 
The gods live again.  

– JUSTIN REEVE

GA M E S

GRID – The past console generation left some 
things to be desired for fans of simcade-
style auto racing, at least if you don’t own 
an Xbox console or a PC capable of playing 
recent entries in the Forza franchise. After 
Gran Turismo Sport took some bizarre turns 
(leading it to become the only game my wife 
has called “really stupid” out loud when 
she watched me play, and honestly, she is 
not entirely wrong), I’ve been searching for 
something that could scratch a similar itch. 

While Driveclub’s drift mechanics were 
woefully underappreciated and Project Cars 
2 was near-genius (at least with the difficulty 
sliders adjusted enough to make it playable 
without a racing wheel), the best substitute 
I’ve managed to find is the largely overlooked 
and mostly unassuming GRID. Everything 
about it is competently workmanlike, from 
its progression structure to its on-track per-
formance, but it delivers exactly what one 
would expect.  

Where others have tried to innovate and 
missed the mark, this back-to-basics series 
reboot succeeds by knowing how to stay in 
its own lane. Sometimes, that’s all you really 
need.

 – Ben Sailer



HO RO S CO P E

At least you’re not Ted Cruz. U

Celestial signs interpreted by Ben Sailer


